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Abst ract  
In this paper, taking the study of radially symmetric solutions for Poisson equation as the background, we discuss the 
existence, uniqueness and asymptotic estimates of solutions of the singularly perturbed Robin problem for the general 
nonlinear second-order o dinary differential equation with a small parameter  > 0: 
a(x,e)y" =f(x,y,y ' ,~) ,  0 < x < 1, 
aoY(O,e ) -- boY'(O,e ) = Ao, aly(1,~) + bly'l(1, e) = A 1. 
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I. Introduction 
The singularly perturbed boundary value problems for the second-order o dinary differential 
equations, which are important not only for the theoretical purposes but also for the wide 
applications in such areas as modern control theory, biology, fluid dynamics, astrodynamics, 
biochemistry, theoretical physics, and so on, have been studied by many authors. However, the 
most commonly studied singular perturbation problems are such problems that the order of the 
differential equation is lowered when the small parameter contained in it is set to zero. 
As early as in 1937, Nagumo [11] used differential inequality techniques in the study of the 
two-point boundary-value problem to the second-order nonlinear differential equations. Later on, 
many authors have employed such techniques in studying the boundary-value problems for 
differential equations and have produced many significant works. 
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Howes I-6, 8] has considered the existence and asymptotic estimates of solutions of the singularly 
perturbed boundary-value problems for the general second-order nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations with a small parameter e > 0: 
a(t,e)y" =f ( t ,y ,y ' ,e ) ,  0 < t < 1, 
y(O,e) = A,  y(1,e) = B. 
Character of these kinds of problems is that the order of the differential equations may not be 
lowered when e = 0, and hence, their reduced problems may be singular problems in which 
singularity appears at t = 0. Therefore, these works are generalizations of many previous works 
(see [8]). 
Gingold [-2-4] studied some singular perturbation problems whose reduced systems may have 
singularity. In [-2], he studied the asymptotic expansion of solutions to a homogeneous linear 
singular perturbation system; he also studied a linear system in [4]; and in [-3], he studied 
a nonlinear system. It is possible to transfer some special cases of his system in [3] to be of the type 
we discuss, but what he studied was an initial value problem and we are studying a nonlinear Robin 
problem. 
By making use of the differential inequality techniques, we investigate in this paper the existence, 
uniqueness and asymptotic estimates of solutions of the general nonlinear second-order singularly 
perturbed Robin problem for e small and positive: 
a(x,e)y"  =f (x ,y ,y ' ,e ) ,  0 < x < 1, 
aoy(O,e) -- boy'(O,e) = Ao, aay(1, e) + b ly ' (1 ,e )  = A1, 
(1) 
(2) 
where ai >~ 0, bi >~ 0, Ai (i = 0, 1) are constants, and ai + b~ > 0 (i = 0, 1). 
When e = 0, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) is reduced to 
a(x,O)u" =f (x ,u ,u ' ,O) ,  0 < x < 1, 
alu(1) + blu'(1) = Ai. 
(3) 
(4) 
Radial symmetry occurs in a variety of applied and geometric problems. Our problem comes 
from the search of radially symmetric solutions for a class of Poisson equations. For example, we 
look for a radially symmetric solution to 
Au=F( lX J ,  u) for X e ~2, 
where B is a constant, f2 is the open unit ball in R" centered at the origin, Of 2 is its boundary and 
r = IX[ is the Euclidean norm. Let 
( du) 
rp r, u, -d-~r = r F ( r, u ) + (1 - n) du 
dr" 
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Then we arrive at the problem 
d2u (du)  
r-d-fir2 = ~ p r ,u ,~ r fo r0<r< 1, 
u(1) = B. 
It goes without saying that the solution u = u(r) or the above problem usually satisfies the 
following natural boundary condition: 
lu(0)l ~< M, 
where M is a positive constant. 
To overcome the difficulty coming from the singularity which arises in the above ordinary 
differential equation, one considers the boundary-value problem for ordinary differential equation 
with a small parameter e > 0: 
(e+r )d2y  (dy)  
-~r2=q~ r ,y ,~ r for 0<r  < 1, 
y(0, e) = A, y(1, e) = B, 
where A is any fixed constant. Note that different choice of A may only affect the boundary layer 
near the left end of the interval. Certainly, if the approximate value of u(0) can be determined from 
the actual background of the problem by various methods, one may choose the value as A to 
reduce the singularity caused by the boundary layer. 
The example mentioned above is clearly a special case of our problem. 
In Section 2, we study the existence and asymptotic estimates of solutions for the boundary-value 
problem (1), (2). The uniqueness of solutions for the problem (1), (2) is investigated in Section 3. 
Finally, we illustrate in Section 4 some applications of the main results in the present paper. 
The results obtained here extend some results in [1, 6-8, 10]. 
2. Existence and asymptotic estimate results 
To prove the results in this section we will employ a theorem of Heidel [5] with several obvious 
modifications. Consider the boundary-value problem 
y"=F(x ,y ,y ' ) ,  a<x<b,  (5) 
ply(a) - ql y'(a) = B1, p2y(b) + qEy'(b) = BE, (6) 
where qi >~ O, Pi, Bi (i = 1, 2) are constants, and p2 + q2 > 0 (i = 1, 2). 
Lemma ( H eidel [5, Theorem 1]). Assume that F (x, y, y') is continuous on [ a, b ] × R E (~  -- the set of  
real numbers) and that there exist functions ~ (x) and fl(x) of  class C 2 [a, b], 0~(x) ~< fl(x), such that 
pla(a) -- ql~'(a) <, B1 <~ plfl(a) -- qlfl'(a), 
p2a(b) + q2a'(b) ~< B2 ~< p2fl(b) + q2fl'(b), 
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and for a < x < b, 
a"(x) >1 V(x,a(x),a'(x)), fl"(x) <<. F(x,fl(x),fl'(x)). 
Then the problem (5), (6) has a solution y = y(x) of class C2[a,b] such that for a <~ x <~ b, 
< y(x) < fl(x) 
provided that for a <~ x <<. b and ~(x) <~ y <~ fl(x), 
g(x,y,y')  = O(ly' l  2) as lY'[ ~ ~.  
The result ment ioned above can also be found in [9]. 
Now we study the existence and asymptotic estimates of solutions for the boundary-value 
problem (1), (2). 
Let eo > 0 be a constant. We make the following hypotheses: 
H1. The reduced problem (3), (4) has a solution u = u(x)~ C2[0, 1]. 
HE. a =a(x,e) is continuously differentiable on [0,1] x [0 ,eo]  with a (0 ,0 )=0 and a>0 on 
[0, 1] x (0,eo] and f fy,fy, andf~ are continuous on ~2 = [0, 1] x ~2 X [0 ,•0]  , in addition, for 
(x,y,e) ~ [-0, 1] x R x (O, eo], 
f (x ,y,y ' ,e)  = O([y' l  2) as [Y'[ ~ ~.  
H3. There exists a function b = b(x,e) defined on [0, 1] x [0, co] such that for (x, e) e [0, 1] x (0, eo], 
b > 0 and b is differentiable in x, in addition, fy, ~< - b on ~2. 
H4. There exist constants m > 0 and r > 0 such that f i  ~> m on fl, and for (x,e) e [0,1] x (0,Co], 
F(a(x,e),b(x,e),r) = a- l  b2(r - r 2) + ar(a-lb) ' + m >10. 
Theorem 1. Assume that H1-H4 hold, at > 0 and 
ao + bor(a-lb)(O,e) exp - r (a -xb)( t ,e)dt  = 0 (e) as e ~0.  (7) 
Then for sufficiently small e > O, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) has a solution y = y(x, e) such 
that for 0 ~ x <~ 1, 
lY(X,e)-u(x)l<la°u(O)-b°u'(O)-A°l{f: } ao+bor(a_lb)(O,e) exp - r  (a-lb)(t,e)dt +c le ,  (8) 
and for e <~ x <. 1, 
[y ' (x ,e ) -u ' (x ) [~c2w- l (e )exp{- r l f f (a - tb ) ( t ,e )d t}  
+caef :a - l ( s ,e )exp{f f (a - lb ) ( t ,e )d t}ds ,  (9) 
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where cl (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
1, aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao, 
rl = min(1,r), aou(O) - bou'(O) 4: Ao, 
and 
w(~) = 
e, aou(O) -- bou'(O) = Ao 
min{e,(a-lb)(O,e) • min a(x,e)}, aou(O)- bou'(O) 4: Ao and ao = O, 
O~<x~<l 
min{e, min a(x,e)}, aou(O)-- bou'(O) ~Ao and ao ~0.  
O~<x~l  
Proof. By H1, H2 and (7), there exist positive constants M1 and M2, respectively, such that for 
O~<x~<l andO~<~<eo,  
]f~(x,u(x),u'(x),e) -- a~(x,e)u"(x)] <. M1, 
and for sufficiently small e > O, 
mblr (a - lb ) ( l ' e ) la°u(O) -b°u ' (O) -A° lexp{- r f~a~ [ao + bor(a- ~b (O, e)] (a- lb)( t 'e)dt} <<'M2& 
Set M = M1 + M2. Define, for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and sufficiently small e > 0, 
p la°u(O) -b°u ' (O) -A° l{ f  ° } a(x,e)=u(x)  ~oo~-~or(~-zX-~O~ ~ exp - - r  (a- lb)(t ,e)dt -Mm- le ,  
(1-p)]a°u(O)-b°u'(O)-A°]exp{_ f:(a-lb)(t,e)dt}+Mm-~e, fl(x, ~) = u(x) + r 
ao + bor(a- l b)(O, e) 
where 
0, aou(O)-- bou'(O) < Ao, 
P = 1, aou(O)-bou'(O) >1 Ao. 
Then it follows from the mean value theorem of differentiation and the assumptions that for 
sufficiently small e > O, 
a(x, e) cz" -- f (x, a, &, e) 
= a(x,e)(oV' -- u") -- f~fy,  (x, ct, u' + O(a'-- u'), e)dO(~z - u') 
-- f /  fy (x, u + 0 (~ -- u), u', e) dO (~ - u) 
-elf/A(x,u,u',O )dO-f/a (x,O )dOu" 1 
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>~ p]aou(O) -- bou' (0) - Ao] 
ao + bor(a-lb)(O,e) F (a ,b , r )exp{- r fo (a - lb ) ( t ,e )d t  } 
-M~e+Me>O (0 ~<x ~< 1), 
a(x, e) fl" -- f (x, fi, fl', ~) 
<~ a(x,e)(fl" - u") + b(x,e)(fl' - u') - m(fl - u) + M1 e 
~< _ 
(1 -- p)laou(O) - bou' (O) - Ao[ 
ao + bor(a- a b)(O,e) 
+Mle -Me<O (0 ~<x ~< 1). 
r (a ,b , r )exp{- r fo (a - lb ) ( t ,e )d t  } 
Moreover,  
ao~(0,e) - boct'(O,e) 
= aou(O) - bou'(O) - p laou(O) -  bou'(O) - Aol - aoMm-Xe <~ Ao, 
al~(1,e) + bl~'(1,e) = Aa plaou(O) - bo u'(O) - Ao][al  - bl r(a- l b)(1,e)] 
ao + bo r(a-lb)(O,e) 
xexp{- r f2 (a - lb ) ( t ,e )d t} -a lMm- le<.A1,  
similarly, 
aofl(O,e) - bofl'(O,e) >>. Ao, 
alfl(1,e) + blfl'(1,e) ~> A1. 
In addition, by definition, for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and sufficiently small e > 0, a(x, e) ~ fl(x, e). Therefore, it is 
shown by the Lemma that for sufficiently small e > 0, there exists a solution y = y(x,e) of the 
boundary-value problem (1), (2) satisfying (8). 
Now, we prove (9). Let 
(x, ~) = f~ f,, (x, y (x, e), u'(x) + 0 (y' (x, e) - u' (x)), ~) dO, P 
O (x, e) = f j  joy (x, u (x) + 0 (y (x, ~) - u (x)), u'(x), e) dO (y (x, e) - u (x)) 
+e l f ; f~(x ,u (x ) ,u ' (x ) ,Oe)dO- f~a~(x ,  Oe)dOu"(x) ]. 
Then z = y'(x, e) - u'(x) satisfies the equation 
a(x, e) z' = P(x,  E) z + Q (x, ~). 
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It will be seen by the assumptions and (8) that there exist h > 0, k > 0 such that for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and 
sufficiently small ~ > 0, 
'Q(x'~)[<'hla°u(O)-b°u'(O)-A°'exp{-rf~(a-lb)(t'~)dt} + k ~ ' a o  + bor(a-l )(O,e) 
P (x, e) ~ - b(x, ~). 
Moreover, by the mean value theorem of differentiation and (8) we may well choose some constant 
c > 0 such that for each sufficiently small e > O, there exists ¢(e) e (0, e) satisfying 
- - 1  
Denote, for each e e (0,e0], 
r/(e) = min a(x, ~). 
O~<x~<l 
Then we can deduce by the expression of solutions for the first-order linear ordinary differential 
equation, for sufficiently small ~ > O, 
ly'(x,e) - u'(x)l <~ ce -1 exp - (a -1 b)(t,e)dt 
h]aou(O) -bou ' (O) -Ao]{ f~ } + min{l  r} (a-lb)(t,e)dt 
t/(e)[ao + bor(a-lb)(O,~)]exp - - • 
+kef~a-l(s,e)exp{f](a-lb)(t,e)dt}de (e ~<x ~< 1), 
and hence (9) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
Remark 1. The assumptions imposed on a(x,e) and b(x,e) in H2 and H3, respectively, can be 
slightly weakened (see [8]). We do not state it here for avoiding complexity in statements and for 
naturality of the hypotheses. 
Remark 2. By the Lemma, the final part in H2 can be changed to that for sufficiently small e > 0, 
0 ~< x ~< 1 and e(x, s) ~< y ~< fl(x, e), 
]f(x,y,y',e)]=O(ly'[ 2) as ly ' l~  ~,  
where e(x, e) and fl(x,s) are as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 3. The hypotheses in Theorem 1 seem to be too complicated at a short glance, but in fact 
they are the natural extensions of corresponding hypotheses in many related works for solving 
some singularly perturbed boundary-value problems. Furthermore, by checking some specified 
examples, it seems that it is not easy to make substantial improvement to these hypotheses in 
current situation. 
The above three remarks are suitable to all the following results in this section. 
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On careful examination of the proof of Theorem 1, we can deduce the following: 
Corollary 1. Assume that H1-H4 hold and that aou(O)-  bou'(O)= Ao. Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 1 remains valid. 
By reasoning similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to get the following: 
Theorem 2. Assume that H1-H,  hold and that for sufficiently small e > 0, al - bl r (a- 1 b)(1, e) >i 0. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 remains valid. 
If H 3 and H4 are, respectively, changed to 
Hi .  There exists a constant ko > 0 such that fy, ~< - ko on f2. 
Hi .  For (x, y, y', e) ~ O, fy >>. O, and there exist constants r > 0, do > 0 such that for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and 
O<e~<eo,  
and 
Ll(a(x,e),ko,r) = a- lko(1 - r) + a(a-1)' >>. 0 
L2(a,(x, e),ko,do) = ko - 4ado >~ O. 
Then, we have the following: 
Theorem 3. Assume that H1, H2, H'3 and H'4 hold. I f  for sufficiently small e > O, 
al >i bl "max{kora-l(1,e),2do}, 
then for sufficiently small ~ > O, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) has a solution y = y(x, e) such that 
for O <<. x <~ l, laou(O)-bou'(O)-Aol{fo-1 }[y(x,e)--u(x)l<-N : -~o~boo~(~-~ exp - rko  a (t,e)dt +Cle ,  
and for ~ <~ x <~ 1, 
ly ' (x,e)-u'(x) l  <~ c2o~-l(e)exp - r l ko  a- l ( t ,s )dt  +c3e,  
where cl (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
1, aou(O) - bou'(0) = Ao, 
rl = min(1,r), aou(O) - bou'(O) v~ Ao, 
and 
= 
min {e, a -  1 (0, e). 
min {e, min 
O~<x~l  
aou(O) -- bou'(O) = Ao, 
min a(x,e)}, aou(O) - bou'(O) # Ao and ao = O, 
O~<x~<l  
a(x, e)}, aou(O) - bou' # Ao and ao :/: O. 
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Proof. By the assumptions, there exists a constant M > 0 such that for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and 0 ~< e ~< eo, 
If,(x,u(x),u'(x), e) - a~(x,e)u"(x)l <~ M. 
Let, for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and 0 < e < eo, 
~(x,e)=u(x) p la°u(O) -b°u ' (O) -A° [  { f~  } ao + borkoa-l(O,e) exp - rko  a-~(t,e)dt 
- eM(kodo)- 1 exp {2do(1 - x)}, 
fl(x, = u(x) + 
(1 - p)laou(O) - bou'(O) - Aol 
ao + borkoa -1 (O,e) 
+ eM(kodo) -1 exp {2do(1 - x)}, 
exp{- rko~]a- i ( t ,e )d t}  
where 
0, aou(O) - bou'(O) < Ao, 
P = 1, aou(O)-- bou'(O) >lAo. 
And then modifying slightly the proof of Theorem 1, we deduce asily the conclusion of Theorem 3. 
By careful analysis of the proof of Theorem 3, we have the following: 
Corollary 2. Assume that H1, H2, H;  and H'4 hold, ao u(0) - bou'(O) = Ao and al >>- 2bl do. Then the 
conclusion of Theorem 3 remains valid. 
We now replace Hypothesis H4 by 
Hi .  There exist constants m>0,  r>0 and functions c=c(x ,e )>~0,  d=d(x ,e )>O on 
[0, 1] x (0,eo] with c and d differentiable in x and d bounded such that Ifyl ~< m on f2 and for 
(x,e) e [0, 1] x (O, eo], 
a- lb -c>O,  
F1 (a(x, e), b(x, e), c(x, e), r) 
= ar (a- i b - c)' - ar 2 (a- 1 b - c) 2 + br (a- 1 b - c) - m >~ O, 
and 
F2(a(x,e),b(x,e),d(x,e)) = a(d' - d 2) + bd - m ~ O. 
Theorem 4. Assume that Hi -H3 and H,~ hold and that bl = O. Then for sufficiently small e > 0, the 
boundary-value problem (1), (2) has a solution y = y(x,e) such that for 0 <~ x <<. 1, 
ao+Oorta 'oc )  o ,e ) la°u(O) -b°u ' (O) -A° l{ fo}  ly (x ,e ) -  u(x)l <~- - ,T - ; -=~- - r (~- - .  exp - r  (a - ib -c ) ( t ,e )d t  + cle, 
68 
and for ~ <~ x <<. 1, 
{f; } ly '(x,e)-u'(x)r~<CzO)-l(e)exp - [ r l (a - lb -c )+r2(a - lb ) ] ( t ,e )d t  
+c3efoa- l ( s ,e )exp{f f (a - lb ) ( t ,e )d t}ds ,  
where ci(i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
0, aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao, 
rl = min(1,r), aou(O) - bou'(O) # Ao, 
1, aou(O)- bou'(O) = Ao, 
r2 = O, aou(O) -- bou'(O) ~ Ao 
and 
~o(~) = 
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~, aou(O)  - bou ' (O)  = Ao ,  
min{e,(a- lb - c)(O,e)' rain a(x,e)}, aou(O) - bou'(O) 4: Ao and ao = 0, 
O~<x~<l 
min{e, min a(x,e)}, aou(O) -bou '#Ao and ao¢O.  
O~<x~<l 
Proof. Let M > 0 be as in the proof of Theorem 3 and let, for 0 ~< x ~< 1 and 0 < e ~< eo, 
plaou(O) -- bou'(O) - Aol f 
~(x,e) = u(x) - -~o + ff~or(a-~ S c~O--~)) exp _ - 
- eMm-~(exp{ ff d(t,e)dt} - 1), 
(1 - p)laou(O) - bou'(O) - Aol fl(x, ~) = u(x) + 
ao + bor(a- lb - c)(0, e) 
+ eMrn- l (exp { fxld(t, e) dt } - 1), 
where 
r fo (a - lb -c ) ( t ,e )d t  } 
exp{- r fo  (a - lb -c ) ( t ,e )d t}  
0, aou(O) - bou'(O) < Ao, 
P = 1, aou(O)- bou'(O) >~ Ao. 
And then, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it is not difficult to complete that of Theorem 4. []  
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3. Uniqueness results 
We consider in this section the uniqueness of solutions for the boundary-value problem (1), (2). 
Let ~o > 0 be a constant. We now adopt the hypothesis 
H*. a(x, e)is positive on [0, 1] × (0, So ] and continuous in x on [0, 1] for each s e (0, eo ], in addition, 
for each e e (0,~o],f, fr and fr, are continuous with respect o (x,y,y') on [0,1] x ~2. 
Theorem 5. Assume that H* holds. I f  fy > 0 on [0, 1] x N2 x (0,eo], then for 0 < ~ <. So, the bound- 
ary-value problem (1), (2) has at most one solution. 
Proof. If the assertion were false, then there would exist e~ e (0, s0] such that the boundary-value 
problem (1), (2) has two different solutions y = yl(x, ea) and y = yz(x, ex). We may, without loss of 
generality, assume that Yo (x) = y2(x, ex) - ya (x, el) attains the positive maximal value at a certain 
Xo e I-0, 1]. Obviously, y = yo(x) satisfies the boundary-value problem 
a(x, el)y " = P(x)y' + Q(x)y, 
aoy(O) -- boy'(O) = 0, aly(1) + bt y'(1) = 0. 
where 
P(x) = f~ fy,(x, y2(x, el),y'l(x, el) + Oy'o(X),el)dO, 
Q(x) = ~ fy(x, yl(X, el) q- Oyo(x),yi (x, el),sl)dO. 
(10) 
(11) 
If Xo e (0, 1), then it follows from (10) that y~(xo) > 0. This contradicts the meaning of Xo. 
If Xo = 0, then by (10), we deduce y;(0) # 0, and hence y;(0) < 0. This contradicts (11). By 
analogy, Xo = 1 is also impossible. And Theorem 5 is proved. [] 
Theorem 6. Assume that H* holds and that fr >~ 0 on [0, 1] x N 2 x (0,eo]. I f  ao + a 1 ~= 0 or for each 
~ (0,eo], fr 30  on [0, 1] x N2, then for 0 < e <<. eo, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) has at most 
one solution. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that for some el e (0, eo], the boundary-value problem (1), (2) has 
two different solutions y =y l (x ,  el) and y = y2(x, el). As before, define yo(x)=y2(x,  e l ) -  
yl(x, el). Then y = yo(x) satisfies the boundary-value problem (10), (11), in addition, we may 
assume that yo(x) reach the positive maximal value, say M, at some Xo e [0, 1]. 
If Xo e (0, 1), then, since yo(x) ~M (0 <~ x <<, 1) by the assumptions, there exists xl e (0, 1) such 
that yo(x l )< M. For the sake of determination, assume Xl > Xo (the other can be proved 
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similarly). Let 
 o(x) = yo(x) + 
where 
(M -- yo(xl))(exp{l~(X -- Xo)} -- 1) 
2(exp{#(Xx -- Xo)} - 1) 
(12) 
#=ei - l (  maxo~<x~<llP(x)l+o~<x~<lmax Q(x) )+ l .  
Then a simple computation shows that ~o(x) must attain a maximum greater than or equal to M at some 
x* e (0, x 1). We thereby get ¢p" (x*) > 0 by (10) and (12). This contradicts the fact that ¢p(x*) is a maximum, 
and hence, we can now only arrive at yo(0) = M or yo(1) = M. 
If yo(0) = M, then for some xx s (0, 1) we have yo(x~ ) < M. Once again, we define an auxiliary 
function of the form (12), in which Xo is substituted by 0, denoted by ~po(x). Similar to the proof 
mentioned above, we know that the maximum of ¢po(x) on [0,x~] cannot occur at any interior 
point, so that the maximum is attained at x = 0 since ~po(xl) < ¢po(0). Therefore, ¢p~(0) ~< 0. Thus, it 
is easily seen from the definition of ~Oo(X) that y3(0) < 0. This contradicts (11). A similar argument 
show that yo(1) = M also implies a conclusion contradicting (11). Theorem 6 is thus proved. [] 
4. Examples 
We now give several examples to illustrate the applications of the main results in this paper. 
In the following first two examples, we assume that the hypotheses H1-H3 in Section 2 hold and 
discuss the properties of solutions of the boundary-value problem (1), (2) for some choices of the 
functions a(x, e) and b(x, e) in H2 and Ha, respectively. 
Example 1. Take a(x ,e)= e, b(x ,e)= ko > 0. Then we are considering the classical singularly 
perturbed Robin problems tudied by some authors (see, e.g., [1,7, 10-]). 
Assume first thatfy t> m > 0 on f2. Then F(e, ko, r) = m if we choose r = 1 in H4. In addit ion, it is 
clear that (7) holds. Consequently, it follows from Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 that for 
sufficiently small e > 0, there exists a unique solution y = y(x, e) of the boundary-value problem (1), 
(2) when al > 0 or aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao such that 
ly(x,e) - u(x)[ ~< e laou(0)  - bou'(O) - Aol exp{-  koe- lx}  + Cle(0 ~< x ~< 1), (13) 
aoe + boko 
[y'(x,e) -u ' (x ) l  <~ c2g- lexp{-kog- lx}  q-cae (g ~ x <~ 1), (14) 
where ci (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants. 
We suppose next thatfy ~> 0 on f2. Then setting r = 1 and do = 1 in H i ,  L1 (e, ko, r) = 0 and for 
sufficiently small e > 0, L2(e, ko, do) > 0. Therefore, it s easily seen by Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and 
Theorem 6 that for sufficiently small e > 0, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) in the case of bl = 0 
or aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao and al >/2b~ has a unique solution y = y(x, e) such that the estimates (13) 
and (14) hold. 
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Finally, if fy is only bounded, say [frl ~< m on f2, then we deduce by setting r = 1 and 
c (x, e) = d (x, 5) = (ko - ~/k~ - 4am )/2~ in HE that for e > 0 sufficiently small, 
ko + x/ko z - 4am 
a-Xb - c  = >0,  
2e 
(5, ko, c(x,  r) = O, 
F2 (5, ko, d(x, e)) = O, 
and hence by Theorem 4, for sufficiently small e > 0 the boundary-value problem (1), (2), in which 
b~ = 0, has a solution y = y(x,e) such that 
ly(x, ) - u(x)l clelaou(O) - bou'(O) - A01 
aoe + boko 
exp{-koe- lx}+cae (0~<x~<l), 
l y ' (x ,e ) -u ' (x ) l~c3e- iexp{-koe- tx}  +c4e (5~<x~< 1), 
where ci (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are positive constants. 
Example 2. We now set a(x, e) = x + e and b(x, e) = ko > 1. Then we are discussing a more general 
problem than the model problem mentioned in Section 1. 
Letfr >~ m > 0 on f2. Then for r = 1 - ko 1 in H4, F(x + 5, ko, r) = m. Ifbo ¢ 0 or k0 >/2, then (7) 
holds, and so it follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 5 that of sufficiently small e > 0, the 
boundary-value problem (1), (2) with al > 0 has a unique solution y = y(x,e) such that 
l y (x ,e ) -u (x ) l  ~e laou(O) -bou ' (O) -Ao l (  e ~ko-1 
aoe+bo(ko- -1 )  \~-~} +Cle  (O~<x~<l), (15) 
l y ' (x ,e ) -  u'(x)[ <<. c2~- \ ~ j  + Cae (e <~ x <<. 1), (16) 
where ci ( i -- 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
= fko ,  aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao, 
rl (ko - 1, aou(O) -  bou'(O) v a Ao. 
If al >/bl(ko - 1) or aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao, then it will be seen by Theorem 2, Corollary 1 and 
Theorem 5 that for sufficiently small e > 0, the boundary-value problem (1), (2) has a unique 
solution y = y(x, e) satisfying (15) and (16). 
If we suppose fy >~ 0 on f2, then by setting r = 1 - ko 1 and do = ko/8 in H;., we obtain that 
L i (x+e,  ko , r )=O and that for e>0 sufficiently small, L2(x+e,  ko ,do)>O.  Hence, by 
Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and Theorem 6, we conclude that for e > 0 sufficiently small, the bound- 
ary-value problem (1), (2) has a unique solution y = y(x, e) such that the estimates (15) and (16) hold 
in case al >~ bl"max{ko - 1,ko/4) or aou(O) -  bou'(O) = Ao and al >~ blko/4.  
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Now, we assume that f  r is only bounded i.e., ILl ~< m on f2. If m ~< (ko - 1)2/4(1 + eo), then 
taking, in HE, c(x,~) = 0, d(x,e)  = (ko + x /k~ - 4m(1 + e))/2(1 + e) and r = ro = [(ko - 1) + 
x/(ko - 1) 2 - 4m(1 + eo)] /2ko,  we have, for 0 < e ~< eo, 
- k2r 2 + ko(ko - 1)r - m(1 + eo) 
F I (x  + e, ko,c(x,e) , r )  >1 = O, 
xWE 
F2(x  + e, ko,d(x ,e) )  >>- - (1 + e)d 2 + kod-  m = O. 
Thus, by Theorem 4, we know that for bl = 0 and e > 0 sufficiently small, the boundary-value 
problem (1), (2) has a solution y = y(x,e)  such that 
]y(x,e) - u(x)l ~< 2--~o~-+bo--~o -- 1) \~--+--~/ + cat (0 ~< x ~ 1), 
-- + c3e (e <~ x <~ 1), (17) 
\x  + e/  
where ci (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
(ko ,  aou(O) - bou'(O) = Ao,  
rl = ~ (koro ,  aou(O) - bou'(O) # Ao. 
Obviously, the asymptotic estimates (16) and (17) are feasible not for all ko > 1. 
In the following, we will il lustrate some concrete xamples. We also assume that f2 is as in the 
hypothesis H2 of Section 2. 
Example 3. Consider the boundary-value problem for the equation 
(X + g)2y- + [eXZx/1  + (y,)2 + 2(X + e) ]y ' - -  (exp{ey 2} + 1)y = 0 (18) 
satisfying the conditions (2). When e = 0, the above problem is reduced to that for the equation 
x2u " + 2xu'  - 2u = 0 (19) 
together with the condit ion (4). 
We find easily a (unique) bounded solution u = u(x) = A1 x / (a l  + b l )  of the problem (19), (4) on 
[0, 1]. Let 
f (x ,y ,y ' ,e )  = (exp{ey 2} + 1)y - [exZx/1 + (y,)2 + 2(x + e)Jy'. 
Then f, fy, fy,, f~ are continuous on f2, and 
fy/> 2, fr'  ~< - 2 (x + e) 
for (x, y, y', e) e g2, in addition, 
F( (x  + e)z,2(x + e),r) = -- 4r 2 + 2r + 2 = 0 
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if we choose r = 1. Moreover, (7) is satisfied. Thus, noting Remark 2 in Section 2, we conclude by 
Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 that for e > 0 sufficiently small, the boundary-value 
problem (18), (2) with al > 0 or (al + bl)Ao + boAx = 0 has unique solution y = y(x,e) such that 
2/3 ' (a l+b l )Ao+boAl [ (  e ) z 
Ly(x,/3) - u(x)[ <~ (al + bl)(ao/3 + 2bo) ~ + c1~ (0 ~< x ~< 1), 
furthermore, if ao = 0 or (al + bl)Ao + boA~ = 0, then that solution also satisfies 
c2-----2--e (e ~< x ~ 1), ly'(x,e) - u'(x)l ~< (x + e)z 
where ci (i = 1, 2) are positive constants. 
Example 4. Let us now consider the boundary-value problem for the equation 
(x q-/3)3y,, + [8(y,)4/5 q_ 12]y' -/3x2 [y5 ln(1 + y2) + x 3] = 0 (20) 
satisfying the conditions (2) with a~ > 0. It is seen easily that u = u(x)= A1/al is a (unique) 
differentiable solution of the corresponding reduced problem for the equation 
x3u " + 12 u' = 0 
together with the condition (4) on [0, 1]. Let 
f(x,y,y' ,e) = ~xZ[ySln(1 + y2) -k- x 3] -- [~3(y') 4/5 -k- 12] y'. 
Then f fy, fr', f~ are continuous on f2, in addition, 
£~>0,  fr. ~< - 12 
for (x, y, y',/3) e f2. Next, taking r = ½ and choosing sufficiently small do > 0 such that al >t 2bx do 
and 12 - 4do(1 +/3o) 3 >~ 0 hold together, we calculate easily that for/3 > 0 sufficiently small, 
Ll((x +/3)3, 12,r) = 12(1 -- r) -- 3 (x + ~)2 >~ 0, 
(x +/3)3 
L2((x -k- /3) 3, 12,do) = 12 - 4do(x + e)3 ~> 0. 
Therefore, applying Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and Theorem 6 and noting Remark 2 in Section 2, we 
know that for sufficiently small e > 0, the boundary-value problem (20), (2) in case a~ > 6b~ or 
aoA1 - alAo = 0 has a unique solution y = y(x,e) such that 
/33(aoA1 -- a lAo)  
[y(x,/3)- u(x)[ ~< exp{3[(x +/3)-2 _ e-2]} + cle (0 <. x <~ 1), 
al(aoe 3 + 6bo) 
ly'(x,/3)- u'(x)l <. c2co-x(e) exp{rll-(x +/3)-2 _ (2e)-2]} + Cat (e ~< x ~< 1), 
where c~ (i = 1, 2, 3) are positive constants, 
6, aoA1 - alAo = O, 
rl = 3, aoA1 - al Ao ~ O, 
74 
and 
f /3, 
co(z) = /3 3 , [ 
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aoA1 - a lAo  = 0 or  ao = O, 
aoA1 - al Ao ~ 0 and ao ~ O. 
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